


In this report (Part-1), I'll walk you through a simple system for acquiring 3000

to 6000 leads per month and the money to be made from the leads via email 

marketing. 

I'll show you where to find high-quality Leads. And where to find high-quality 

products with high-paying affiliate commissions.

I'll also reveal how to compose high-converting emails and send them to the 

Leads without paying a third-party email software company.

And lastly, I'll show you how to automate the process so you can make money 

while you sleep.

Hi, I'm Khondoker, and I've been in Internet marketing for ten plus years! My 

business model is making me a fortune. It also allows me a lot of freedom in 

life and more than sufficient family time. I'll share the business model I've 

been with for over eight years.

Every day I wake up in the morning and see a good amount of dollars in my 

various accounts that trickled in throughout the night! It happens every day, 

without exception. 

The business model I use is called email marketing. The model is simple, and 
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it's done in five steps.

Step 1. Collecting the email subscribers.

Step 2. Keep their info in a database where you can send them promotional 

emails.

Step 3. Find high-quality offers that allow handsome affiliate commissions

Step 4. Every day, send subscribers emails; with your unique affiliate links, 

you got from product owners.

Step 5. Go to sleep and collect the affiliate commissions in the morning.

I have been developing extensive methods to collect subscribers for years. 

Also, I collect only permission-based email addresses (step-1), often called 

Leads.

But here, I want to discuss only one method. It's the most straightforward 

method I have ever experienced. The system is almost Done-for-you, top to 

bottom. So all experience levels can get a pie from the system.

There is a site named My Lead Gen. Secret  ,   and a friend of mine, Reed 

Florene, informed me about it. That was in 2019. I checked the website 

without paying much attention, so it didn't appeal to me that much.

Now, look at the image on the page below. This is not my account. But I'm 

showing you to make a point:
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Look at the date of the post in the image above. It's November 4, 2019. Frank 

opened his account maybe, 3/4 months before making the post. Still, within a 

few months, he made commissions like shown in the image.

Now check another post and image of the same person below, dated August 

10, 2022:



He opened the account with $60 and then paid $30 each month for 40.2 

months. What for? To make that kind of money. Calculate it ($76,059/40.2 

months), and you'll find he has made $1892.01 per month! From 04/22/2019 

to 08/10/22, he made $76,059.

It's a no-brainer system. You pay $30 and get 3000 leads per month at least. 

In Part 2 of this report, I'll show you how you can win 6000 Leads per month 



right from the start instead of 3000 paying the same $30/month.

You can see similar results in many people if you join this private group. Go 

ahead and join now; it's free to join.

Now, why I'm not showing the screenshot of my account?

As I mentioned, my partner, Reed Florence, informed me about it in early 

2019, but I paid no attention.

A few months later, I did join MLGS on 1/31/2020. I started getting 200 leads 

straight away per day and started mailing. I kept the membership for three 

months, and after that I thought, what's the point? I have over 18000 emails, 

I'm emailing every day, but no miracle happened!

 I lost faith in the system; too early!

 I concluded it might be one of those scam projects!

 I thought $30 per month in exchange for 6000 leads was a waste of my 

money!

I know some of you think precisely the same way!

Because I was still a private group member, I could see the results of other 

members and what they were sharing. And only 3 months ago, I couldn't resist

the temptation to make an account again. Check the image on the next page:
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The last 3 of these emails were for my account in 2020, and the first is for the 

previous 3 months. So what 12000+ leads in 3 months earned me? Below are 

the earnings of my account; it's just the beginning.



Now I know that the income and the leads will grow over time. 

You know where to get high-quality leads by now, don't you? What about the 

high-quality products with high-paying affiliate commissions? My 



recommendation- start with Clickbank. The MLGS Leads converts with the 

Clickbank offers the best.

I don't recommend you write your emails in the early stage. You just load one 

email daily in the default (free) "email sending" system and click send. You'll 

have the opportunity to acquire a "Done-for-you" email sequence of 30 emails 

once you have made an MLGS account.

I highly recommend taking the time to go through all the training modules 

inside the private Facebook group. And check the post updates every day. 

Within a month, you'll not be a newbie anymore.

My conclusion on My Lead Gen. Secret?

Don't be as dumb as I was!

It works!

Just take action.

Create an account here. 

Then send me an email at support@imdeals.org. Don't forget

to mention your MLGS account "user name" in your

email. As soon as I get your email with your user name,

I'll send you Part 2 of the report.
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From Novice To An Expert Immediately? Do It Here In

2 Minutes!
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